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Understanding Family Collaboration Around Lightweight
Modification of Everyday Objects in the Home
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The internet-of-things (IoT) carries substantial costs by urging households to replace their possessions with
new, internet connected versions of everyday objects. Beyond financial, these costs include waste, work to
arrange and orchestrate objects to suit households, and that of acquiring new skills. Upcycling domestic
objects could offer households greater discretion and control over these costs by supporting the ability to
tailor IoT to the home. To understand how households might do this, we conducted a home study with 10
diverse American households over 7 days to surface the approaches families are likely to use when tailoring
IoT to their existing possessions. We asked family members to enact their process using endowed sticker
props—IoT Stickers—to modify objects in their home. We develop a framework of how families make light
weight modifications of domestic possessions, summarize trends of their object modifications, and describe
the burdens such a system could impose.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The internet-of-things (IoT) draws upon a long held view of ubiquitous computing: to extend
computing’s reach to everyday physical objects by embedding computational services in them.
Generally, today’s IoT envisions the adoption of these cutting-edge technologies will occur as
homes replace their possessions with these new, internet connected objects. Current, commercially
available IoT devices support families in upgrading their homes by switching to internet connected
versions of common household objects like light bulbs [7], audio speakers [4], and blinds [6]. Even
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non-durable goods such as paper towels can be part of the newly connected smart home through
automated purchasing at the click of a brand-specific, physical button routed to online retailers [3].

This vision overlooks the costs of replacement beyond financial investment (although financial
costs can be substantial [13]). Replacement contributes to waste, and if electronic, can be especially
damaging [43, 57]. Discarding possessions to make room for new ones means owners must let go of
their attachments to these objects and eliminate the entrenched routines and practices sustained by
them [8, 54]. New objects mean users need to acquire new skills [22], and so, renders their existing
skills obsolete. Thus, adopting IoT by replacing current possessions carries many hidden costs for
the home.
In contrast, upcycling can extend computing to everyday objects by adapting computing capa-

bilities to existing possessions. Domestic possessions need not be replaced with internet-enabled
equivalents. Instead, upcycling can support their renewal by retrofitting them with the latest
computing capabilities. Within this vision, upgrading to a smart home consists of augmenting
domestic possessions with an internet connection and related IoT services. Domestic possessions
could then persist with an adaptable user interface capable of accommodating their existing forms.
By being grounded in the home’s already existing networks of relationships, values, and routines,
these upcycled objects could offer families greater discretion and control over upgrade costs.

We sought to understand how families might make lightweight modification of everyday objects
in the home with computing capabilities by conducting a 7 day study with 10 families. Using
participatory design, we asked households to enact the process of modifying their home objects by
attaching stickers to their possessions and endowing those objects with computing capabilities.
We found there are three principal facets to the household’s process to modifying domestic pos-
sessions: generating ideas, contesting and reconciling a shared model of home, and planning and
programming the home. From our findings, we also summarize trends in household modification
of everyday objects and present our results on household ratings of the costs for a prospective IoT
Sticker system from a User Burden survey. We contribute a conceptual framework for supporting
families with retrofitting computing capabilities to household possessions, and a characterization
of the specific costs and modification patterns valued by families.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Costs of Seamlessness
The Internet of Things (IoT) vision inherits the ubiquitous computing agenda to extend computing
beyond the desktop to the physical world. This agenda embeds computing in objects that have
rich affordances to enable tangible manipulation of computing properties [39, 74]. The Tangible
Interaction Framework built on these initial directions by situating tangible computing within
a social user experience [35]. Individuation subsequently extended this framework and called
attention to the routines, habits, and arrangements households use to shape a computationally
enhanced object to represent or reflect relationships between household members to develop a
research agenda on the social internet of things [8, 53]. Thus, IoT became positioned as an artifact
based network that facilitated embodied manipulation of computing properties and construction of
one’s identity and relationships.
At the same time, researchers criticized the goal of making computing disappear into every-

day objects. This seamlessness goal praises computers that weave their way into the everyday
environment and disappear [74]. In critique, Engaged Computing and Seamful Design emerged
to argue that disappearance raises social and ethical issues [38, 61]. For example, the invisible
actions ubiquitous computing takes on behalf of the user lead to deskilling and obscure important
decision making features of day to day planning and action [26, 61]. In trying to be unobtrusive,
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seamlessness undermines the process of investing value in an object because there is no need
to learn, adapt, and personalize it [8]. Further, invisible actions can have environmental costs by
encouraging digital waste through use of energy and cloud infrastructure that a person doesn’t
actually need or want [58]. Routines are needed to sustain artifacts over time and help realize
values of durability and sustainability [8]. IoT risks creating substantially new environmental and
social costs if it ignores the routines and relationships computationally enhanced artifacts will be a
part of.

2.2 Redesigning for these Costs
For the past decade, researchers have begun to worry about computing’s costs. Through its prefer-
ence for newness, the modern American household’s excessive material consumption can have
negative side-effects. These include increasing stress, deteriorating health, growing landfills, short
life-cycles for non-renewable on non-biodegradable materials, and enlarged energy demands
[9, 11, 51, 59, 68, 73]. Redesign for these costs will need to consider how artifacts can change
relationships people have to them and to each other [27, 41]. Domestic objects socialize others,
and in the United States, realize family ideals to nurture member growth, talents, creativity, self-
expression, and identities [2, 32]. An object’s life-cycle and reuse is part of symbolic activity that
carries layers of nuance such as gift-giving [1, 73]. If objects are to persist, craftspeople are essential
for supporting their reuse [73]. Alternately, an object may be discarded or destroyed to sever the
relationship it is a part of [1]. The values and relationships objects help realize will need considered
when addressing the costs of computing consumption.

As a technology that has not quite arrived, studies of the values and relationships around IoT are
limited. Researchers have criticized IoT for neglecting questions about how objects augmented with
communication and data sensing capabilities will be used in domestic settings [8]. In an analysis
of three case studies, researchers argue that IoT can support the owner’s identity, agency, and
autonomy by giving control to owners over their participation, sharing, and arrangement of the
device within the home [8]. Do-It-Yourself IoT (DIY-IoT) is a class of IoT devices that may offer
end users greater discretion and control over this process [14, 18]. However, to date, DIY-IoT needs
to be designed to support 1) reflecting on routines to identify appropriate IoT interventions, 2)
debugging, 3) facilitating family feedback on IoT intervention, 4) interpreting a device’s state, and
5) installation [14]. How these DIY-IoT processes interact with other activities and values in the
home will need to be surfaced to make progress on this agenda.

While IoT technologies, as such, may have overlooked domestic values and relationships, signifi-
cant progress has been made in this area for systems focused on energy consumption, eco-feedback,
and persuading home dwellers to be more environmentally friendly. For example, prior work devel-
oped a set of three personas–the helper, the optimiser, and the hedonist–to characterize the impact
of identity on energy saving [40]. The desire for energy savings that can be central for upgrading
to a smart home, can still conflict with other aspects of a person’s identity and become entangled
in household dynamics of compromising with other householder’s desires [40]. Some household
members lack agency and discretion to control smart home infrastructure. Socioeconomic class
may in part determine whether residents are able to monitor their energy usage or fix a building’s
inefficiencies [23]. Further, since many household resources are shared, household members do not
have the discretion to make unilateral decisions [21]. Rather, setting a device’s state and controlling
its usage is an interdependent decision [21]. Researchers have created display technologies to equip
these uses with more information on what data has been collected, what the household’s resource
usage is like, and to further reasoning over what has happened in the home [18, 28]. One concern
is that the way the household’s resource usage is made visible to the user is underpinned (whether
implicitly or explicitly) by specific models of behavior change and persuasion [28]. In contrast,
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end user programming (EUP) could enable users to investigate and reflect on their home’s data or
explore their own questions without imbuing the interface with particular persuasive techniques
[18]. While revealing raw data streams might avoid assumptions of a one-size-fits-all model for the
home, even an approach which reveals minimally curated data will still confront household politics
and require research effort to determine what design requirements best accommodate household
members’ conflicting interests [18, 20, 38, 76].

2.3 IoT Tailoring and Agency
There are challenges to fostering a culture of customization for IoT. End-users are unlikely to adopt
smart home devices as a wholesale upgrade to their home [25]. Instead, these devices will enter
the household in piecemeal fashion as small improvements or reappropriations [14, 22, 25, 56].
This will lead to a highly complex network of home technology that will be unlikely to conform
to any single manufacturer domain/platform or even technical standard [22, 25]. Studies of this
process have found that specific household members specialize in learning and programming IoT
devices [14, 50, 76]. This verifies earlier findings that households have difficulty sharing access
and control of devices among family members [22, 60]. Specialization often belies skill gaps and
objects becoming gender stereotyped [22, 60, 76]. When one household member programs a device
and another must live with it, family members’ emotional reactions to those programs can have
large implications for acceptance [14, 20]. Early work on software tailoring culture developed a
rough model of these disparities: greater customization will require greater programming skills
[48]. However, a community can foster a climate in which more expert members assist lower skilled
members with learning the things they need to gain greater control of software systems [29, 48].
Design will need to facilitate community relationships that foster tailoring in DIY-IoT to counteract
structural forces that push families to concentrate access to home networks in one member.

Despite past work to foster tailoring communities, barriers to novice uptake of tailoring remains.
Many systems have tried to lower the challenges to novices in system design. A prototype language
enabled more skilled users to write code for the actions of on-screen buttons and novices to copy
and reuse those buttons without needing to know anything about the underlying infrastructure
[48]. Other systems created metaphors—such as jigsaw puzzle pieces or magnetic poetry—for
novices that abstract away from the system’s details, but can be combined and arranged to compose
small programs [36, 71]. In today’s IoT systems, if-then rules in the form of trigger-action recipes
are commercially available and widely used [5]. They show promise for lowering the barrier to
skill transfer between expert and novice users [31, 72]. Yet, novices continue to wrestle with
aligning their IoT ideas with the if-then structures of trigger-action programming and in one
study, selection of triggers and actions had the lowest usability ratings of all measured dimensions
[31]. Participants struggled with making an appropriate choice among available components such
as choosing between event triggers or condition triggers [31]. These studies show how control
constructs, component design, and appropriate metaphors can lower barriers in tailoring systems
for novices. We contribute to this body of work by investigating how an IoT that supports tailoring
could better support alignment between DIY-IoT ideas and IoT services.

3 IOT STICKERS
Upcycling proposes an alternative vision for IoT: use the household’s everyday possessions to enable
household members to make ’dumb’ objects ’smart’ by attaching a wireless, battery free sticker to
the object. Recent developments in RFID interaction techniques, back-scatter signal detection, and at-
home fabrication make this vision possible through IoT Stickers [10, 30, 34, 42, 45, 47, 66, 75]. These
technologies are approachable to the typical household through RFID-based sticker technologies
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with widget-like interaction techniques such as clicking a button or sliding a scroll bar [47, 66],
along with lightbulb form factors for RFID readers [34].
Our work extends this prior research in two ways. First, we provide a systematic investigation

of how households might tailor IoT stickers to the domestic environment using an experience
prototyping method with sticker props [64]. Following prior work [37, 48], we used the IoT Sticker
button-like interaction technique to explain to participants how a tailorable IoT system might
work and to enable them to enact their design ideas in a domestic setting. Second, we provide
a framework for supporting family members in upcycling their possessions. Unlike prior work,
we develop a conceptual framework that bridges the work households already do to incorporate
objects into their routines and home with the specialized knowledge needed to augment objects
and integrate them successfully.

4 METHODS
We conducted a 7 day, in home study to uncover household approaches to using IoT Stickers to
retrofit their possessions with IoT services. To do this, we asked households to consider which
objects to augment with IoT capabilities and enact this process using endowed sticker props. We
describe our approach below.

4.1 Participants
We recruited 10 households for our study from a mid-size American city. We sampled participants
across gender, age, race, class, disability, and household structure in line with persistent categories
of concern to the HCI research community [24, 63, 76]. We also chose these in part because our
participant pool’s demographic distribution could be approximated from public records [33, 49].
We excluded potential participants if, (1) working with them would require changing our protocol
(e.g., translator or adapting materials for intellectual disability), (2) their household had changed
over the past year (e.g. baby, divorce, or new roommate), (3) they lived alone, or (4) required by our
screening tool (see below). Our criteria slightly shift our population away from a representative
sample for our recruitment city. For example, our 2.9 average persons per household and entire
population lived in the same home one year ago is greater than the city’s averages of 2.1 per
household and 77.8% in the same home [17]. We include children < 5 yrs. and those with severe
intellectual disabilities by proxy in participant interviews, but we did not directly work with these
family members.

We recruited through several NGOs and public organizations using word of mouth or flyers. We
screened participants using a 5 minute questionnaire that probed household structure, income,
home ownership, languages spoken, work status, and disability. To ensure we had a representative
sample, we used this questionnaire to exclude potential participants if we had a sufficient number
of households with similar answers. We required all household members participate and commit to
the entire duration of the study.

4.2 Procedure
The study took place in participants’ homes and lasted 7 days. This consisted in a 1.5-2 hour home
visit the first day, a diary study the next 5 days, and a final 1-1.5 hour home visit the last day. We
accommodated scheduling needs by relaxing the study timeline to end between the 7th and 10th
days. One household’s child did not participate the last day despite our study requirements. We
consented participants according to Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols, and included assent
from children 5-18 years old with parental approval. We paid each adult participant $15/hr and
each child >5 years, $5/hr.
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4.2.1 Home Tour and Sticker Task. On the first day, we conducted two tours of the home with
different mixes of family members. For families with children, this meant that each parent led one
tour while the children participated in both tours. For one family made up of three roommates, this
meant two roommates at a time led each tour, with a third roommate swapping out for different
portions of the tour. This allowed us to interview each adult in isolation, remain within our allotted
study time, and collect shared perspectives of the remaining family members concerning household
objects. During the tours, we asked family members to show us five rooms. In each room, we asked
them to select three objects that they would want to modify with computing abilities and three
objects that they would want to keep in the same condition without augmentation. We then asked
them to describe their augmentation and reason for selecting the object. This helped us encourage
envisioning the upcycle process, and allowed us to collect data on objects inappropriate for IoT.
At the end of the first visit, we instructed participants on how to enact a sticker modification

and complete the audio diary portion of the study following an experience prototyping method.
We first asked participants to select an object, describe the new abilities they would give to that
object, and to provide a detailed characterization of how the new capability would work or change
the environment. We left an audio-recording USB stick with each family, reminder instructions,
and a pack of Avery office stickers to use as props. We facilitated a practice entry with participants
before leaving. We reminded participants to make a diary entry each day by texting them for each
of the subsequent five days. During the last session, we asked participants to demonstrate to us
their process of making an entry. Next, we asked participants to show us their diary objects and to
describe their modification to us in case of device malfunctions and to capture shared household
assumptions undescribed in the audio diaries.

4.2.2 Semi-structured Interview. We then interviewed the family about how the sticker task went
using a semi-structured protocol [46]. Questions included asking how the process went, how
participants generated ideas for their objects, and how much time it took.

4.2.3 User Burden Scale. Following the interview, we asked each participant to fill out a user burden
questionnaire. The questionnaire adapted the difficulty of use, privacy, and financial dimensions
from the User Burden Scale to suit questions for an IoT sticker system [67]. We framed privacy
questions in terms of current policies on commercial IoT devices. To measure user sensitivity to
device cost, we valued IoT stickers at $0.10 and IoT lightbulbs (required as a reader for IoT Stickers)
at $300 from previous research [34].

4.3 Analysis
We video-recorded all in home sessions and had the audio data from the diaries and home studies
transcribed by a third party transcription service. Because of device malfunction, we do not have
audio diary data for P5. For the home tour data, we coded for objects participants modified, those
they kept unmodified, and their reasons for doing so. With the results, we created a dataset of
objects that included who tagged the object, what room it was in, its modification code if any, and
a reason code. We provide descriptive statistics for general trends in this dataset. We then analyzed
the other transcripts using thematic analysis to characterize families’ process of tailoring an IoT
Sticker system to their home. For the user burden questionnaire, we summarized our findings with
descriptive statistics.
We exclude P1 from most of our analysis because the last session and the audio diary data

revealed that the household did not use the sticker props to enact the upcycling process. We do
include P1 in our object modification dataset and the user burden survey results. We discuss this
exclusion further in the discussion.
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Indicators of Class
Income Rangesa Midwest, Amer. City Study Pop. Households

<$10,000 12.4% 0% 0
$10-14,999 7.5% 0% 0
$15-24,999 12.5% 10% 1
$25-49,999 23.9% 10% 1
$50-74,999 16.5% 50% 5
$75-99,999 9.8% 10% 1
$100-149,999 9.8% 10% 1
$150-200,000 3.6% 0% 0
>$200,000 4.3% 10% 1

Education Levelb Midwest, Amer. City Study Pop. Participants
<High School 8.1% 0% 0
High School 27.6% 5% 1
Associates 7.9% 15% 3
College 21.3% 30% 6
Graduate 19.4% 35% 7

aFor our 8 married households, the comparison for married
couples may be more appropriate: 26.6% <$50k; 19.2%

$50-<75k; 15.4% $75-<100k; 19.9% $100-<150k; 8.5% $150-200k;
10.3% >$200k

bBased on adults >25 years old; For the household of adults
<25, comparisons with adults 18-24 years would be appropriate:

22.3% bachelor’s or higher (in our study, 100% of this 1
household).

Table 1. The chart shows the representation of different classes in the local population relative to the
households represented in the study’s population. We used income and education to characterize the class
structure of our population in line with standard conventions using income, education, and job type.

5 FINDINGS - COMPOSING AN OBJECT MODIFICATION
Overall, families grappled with three principal facets—idea generation, the model of home, and
planning/programming home—of tailoring an IoT Sticker to an object. To generate ideas, participants
needed to distance themselves from their environment to consider how they might modify their
possessions. We characterize this distancing, how objects seeded ideas, and the environment’s
function as a source of ideas in the section Idea Generation. In this section, we also describe trends in
participants’ initial ideas to tailor IoT to their possessions. Next, we found that object modifications
potentially destabilize the family’s shared model of home, and they can serve to stretch the family
to consider new arrangements never before considered. We summarize this in the second section.
Finally, families do substantial work—including coordinating and collaborating on proposals— to
get buy in, implement their ideas, and foster trust in how the home will change. We characterize this
process in the section Planning and Programming Home. We describe participant demographics,
present our findings, and share our resulting framework in more detail below.

Participant Demographics
We recruited 10 families composed of 29 household members and 26 participants (42.9% identified
male and 57.1% female). We had slightly more females than our city (51%) [17]. Participants ranged
between 9 to 70 years of age (M=35.8 yrs., SD=20.2 yrs.; City MD=32.9 yrs., [15]). Our study’s
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Race & Ethnicity

Citizen

English
2nd
Language Hispanic

Amer.
Indian/
Alaskan Asian

Black/
African
American

Hawaiian/
Pacific
Islander White

Two/More
Races

City Pop. 91.5% 10.8% 2.8% 0.2% 5.5% 24.3% 0.0% 66.3% 3.2%
Study Pop. 75.9% 24.1% 13.8% 3.4% 10.3% 27.6% 0.0% 37.9% 6.9%
Households 8 2 1 1 1 3 0 5 2

Household Structure

Female
Headed

Male
Headed

Married
Opp. Sex

Same Sex
Couples1 Children

Neither
Par. Em-
ployed2

Mother not
Employed

Father not
Employed

Both Par.
Employed

City Pop. 29% 8% 63% 1.4% 44.1% 3.8% 26.3% 7% 62.9%
Study Pop. 20% 0% 70% 10% 40% 25% 25% 0% 50%
Households 2 0 7 1 4 1 1 0 2

1Same sex couples city comparison figures are for the entire US.
2Employment city comparison figures are for the entire US.
Table 2. The chart shows the representation of different racial and ethnic groups, household structures, and
working parents in the local population relative to the households represented in the study’s population. The
number of households present in our study for that subpopulation is given below the percentage.

age distribution approximated the city’s population trend with 8.7% <5 yrs., 34.8% <18 yrs., 65.2%
adults <65 yrs., and 21.7% adults >65 yrs (City: 5% <5 yrs., 15.8% <18 yrs., 70.2% adults <65 yrs., and
14% adults >65 yrs) [17]. Seven participants reported a disability. This prevalence in our study is,
at times, higher than the city’s: 9.1% <65 yrs. (compared to 9.9% for the city) and 83.3% >65 yrs.
(compared to 13.6% for the city) [15, 17]. We further summarize our participant pool in Tables 1
and 2 (sources [15–17, 55]).

5.1 Idea Generation
Modifying an object with IoT begins with coming up with an idea. At times, the object itself is
the source of inspiration. However, households also used other sources such as caring for a family
member or wishing to completely change a room. When generating an idea, families decide which
objects are appropriate interfaces for IoT.

5.1.1 Choosing Objects for Upcycling. Our dataset revealed 17 different rooms and 267 objects as
candidates for IoT interfaces. Participants designated a total of 219 objects to leave unmodified
with IoT. The largest number of objects to modify were in the bedroom (53), bathroom (52), living
room (42), kitchen (35), and office (18). These 5 rooms contained 74.9% of all modified objects and
77.2% of all unmodified objects (see Figure 1 for a breakdown of objects for each room). Nine rooms
were chosen by only one or two households: guest room, baby’s room, dining room, door/doorway,
hallway, outdoors/porch, sewing room, TV room, and storage. These rooms fell into three categories:
liminal spaces, such as hallways and doorways; dedicated activity spaces, such as rooms for sewing
or watching TV; and spaces for other people, such as a baby or guest.

Bedroom. The bedroom contained the most selected objects in the study (modified: 53; un-
modified: 52). Many cherished objects, such as gifts, resided in the bedroom. Participants thought
these obvious targets to keep unmodified by IoT. Participants were attached to many objects that
connoted comfort and relaxation. For example, the bed was the top item to keep unmodified in
the whole study (9 participants). P1b explained, "It’s very comfortable...I have seen those beds that
rise up with a remote...but I think my bed is great how it is." Participants described their furniture
as aesthetically appealing and fitting well (4 unmodified). The bedroom TV had the most divided
opinions (5 modified, 4 not). Participants modified the TV with upgrades to fit fashion: networking,
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Fig. 1. The bar graph shows the distribution of objects across the five rooms with the most number of selected
objects from participants. Each room shows the comparative number of objects participants wished to modify
with IoT capabilities to those they wished to remain as they are, apart from an IoT network. Percentages
above each bar show the percentage of the total object inventory from the study found in each room.

mounting on the wall, or to simply have one in their room. Others thought their current TVs
worked well, didn’t think modification worth the cost, or weren’t appropriate for a child’s room
(P5b). They modified lights to be turned off from the bed (6 participants) and the closet to manage
items and recommend fashion choices (4 participants). The bedroom contained the most number
of cherished items that were inappropriate IoT interfaces, but also contained many objects which
could change the environment to be more comfortable and helpful.

Bathroom. The bathroom was the only room with an unbalanced number of modifications: over
twice the number of modified items to unmodified (52 v. 23 unmodified objects). In contrast to the
bedroom, participants were little attached to bathroom objects and there were few they wouldn’t
modify. P4b dismissed bathroom objects, "No, there’s nothing we want to keep—no, we’d change the
whole thing, change it all out." Most often, objects were to be added (9 participants) or replaced (4).
They targeted the shower, toilets, and tub for renovation. The top reasons to modify an object were
to increase comfort of the room (6 participants) and to improve mood (8). Two of the top 3 objects
to remain unmodified were part of plumbing: the sink already worked well (5) and some had an
aversion to any kind of modification to the toilet (2). In general, participants wished to not simply
augment existing objects, but completely renovate their bathroom.

Kitchen and Living Room. The kitchen and living room’s objects led to divided opinions across
family members on how to modify shared objects. Family members disagreed over modifying the
refrigerator (manage the food inventory or attach screens; 7 participants) or whether it already
functioned fine (unmodified by 6 participants). In 4 of the 8 households, family members in the same
home disagreed. Similarly, some family members found the stove frustrating to use (3 modified)
and others thought it worked well (5). Notably, two children did not want the stove to be modified
because they were just learning to use it and that was difficult enough (P5c and P5d). In the living
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room, the television inspired indecision (5 undecided). They wanted to modify it to fit with fashion
(8; see bedroom TV discussion), but were also satisfied with how it functioned (7). Unlike the
bedroom, living room furniture was not always kept unmodified (5). Changes included adding
missing items (3) and making them more accessible or easier to use (2). However, many participants
were attached to their existing furniture (9) and features of the room itself–floating shelves, chimney
brick, or the room layout–because they thought they were aesthetically pleasing. Like the bed,
the couch was considered an object of comfort that shouldn’t be modified (4 participants). In the
living room, almost half of the objects selected as inappropriate for IoT were so because they
were aesthetically appealing (16 of 37). Family members disagreed the most over modifying shared
objects in both the living room and kitchen.

5.1.2 Finding Ideas. Families generated ideas for modifying an object using methods such as
brainstorming, problem solving, and defamiliarization. Problem solving has been covered elsewhere
[14, 50], so we focus only on brainstorming and defamiliarization here.

Brainstorming. Family members took turns describing their ideas to the rest of the family. P9
rotated ideas by day, "We each had ideas. Oh, that’s a good one, so we’ll do mine today, and we’ll
do that one for tomorrow" (P9a). During this time, family members listened to each others’ ideas,
generated extensions, tried to envision them, and clarify what others had in mind. P10’s ideas
evolved from one anothers’,

P10b: We would collect...on some days and decide on an object—and we’d spend half
an hour brainstorming as to which object we were going to select for that particular
day, and how’s it going to work, and once we had a rough structure ready, then—P10a:
We started answering the questions, and more often than not we came up with totally
different systems—P10c: With new ideas, and then we started recording.

Brainstormingwas a time to ask questions and empathizewith other’s envisioned changes. Although
we instructed participants to record their entire process, brainstorming usually happened offline.
P3a wanted her family to be perceived as competent; "This was our process—talking about it before
we sound stupid." We learned about brainstorming during our last day session when we asked
participants to walk us through their sticker modification process.

Defamiliarization - To generate ideas, family members began questioning their household.
Defamiliarization enabled members to reflect upon their familiar environment and reconsider
domestic possessions anew. To do this, "[P9a] just walked through every room looking at everything."
Participants would cast about the room looking for objects to modify, walk from room to room
searching for material inspiration, and at times, reconsider their ingrained routines. Three partici-
pants went through each room in turn. The room strategy helped with systematically exhausting
room based sources of inspiration: "We did the mailbox, the pantry, the bathroom. We haven’t done
anything in the basement. Is there anything we could do in the basement?" (P2b) Occasionally, walking
itself would stimulate reflection on a behavior or object. P4a "walked out of the room. Came back.
[P4a] said, ’Oh. I left the light on.’ And by the time [he was] going in and out of the room and coming
downstairs", he had generated an idea for modifying the light. As several days passed, participants
began to view their objects differently while going through typical activities. One day during the
study, P9a was reading a book on the porch. She then realized that she frequently dozes off, and
she decided to add a sticker to her lounge chair to set an alarm to wake her up after an hour.
Participants were able to generate ideas through distancing themselves from their environment.

Defamiliarization pushed family members to reflect deeply on their lives. P4a explained that, "It
sort of let [him] reflect to see what was actually going on in [his] home". Two family owned homes
struggled with modifying their household objects because of the years of invested effort tailoring
it to their needs. P9 "had the house setup pretty well as it is. It’s pretty organized, functional in its
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layout...[They] were just thoughtful over the years." The time of owning and living in their own
home benefited the household’s arrangement. In contrast, defamiliarization diminished P2’s—an
immigrant family living in a rented townhouse—view of home. "Then you start to see your house as
very archaic, you know? You’re like, oh, this is bad. I don’t like that" (P2b). Defamiliarization helped
families reflect upon their values for home, but could also surface problems that were not always
something a person wished to focus on.

5.1.3 Summary. Families generated ideas for tailoring IoT interfaces to their home by using objects
and rooms as sources of inspiration during brainstorming or defamiliarization. Intimate spaces like
the bedroom and bathroom were targeted as sites for modification with IoT, but felt that objects
connoting comfort and aesthetics should remain unmodified. Objects in shared environments,
like the kitchen or the livingroom, generated disagreement over whether the object should be
modified at all and what form modification should take. Yet, families found ways to work through
modifications. Brainstorming was a collaborative process for empathizing with others and evolving
new ideas, while defamiliarization was a solitary process that pushed families to reflect on how
their values were realized in their home. The process of idea generation called for suspending belief
in the current home to consider reconfiguration.

5.2 Contesting and Reconciling the Model of Home
During idea generation, families articulated a model of home that shaped how members interacted.
In doing so, participants delimited the roles expected of one another, society’s imposed constraints,
and their views on what might be both technically and socially possible. Modification ideas could
serve to destabilize the model of a functioning home. Specifically, object modifications mediated
these boundaries by constraining the discussion or offering an alternative domain throughmetaphor.

5.2.1 The Family’s Idea of Home. To explain their ideas, family members articulated a well func-
tioning verses a dysfunctioning home. They designed object modifications to get rid of dysfunction.
If P6b modified the oven, "then the house won’t smell like fried chicken", or P4b’s modification "would
eliminate [the blinds] being broken or crooked and having to continuously replace them." Modified
objects would make the home function better. When P5b excitedly told her family, "there’s a button
next to [the toilet] that you can just press and it’ll sanitize it for the next person". With this change,
P5b described her better functioning home where she didn’t clean the toilet. Object proposals
supported family members in changing the shared idea of the home and its arrangements.

Equipped with an object idea, a family member would then build consensus or buy in from others
for the proposed modification. Even if the household generally went along with one person’s ideas,
family members would check in with others to see whether they would use the newly modified
object. Would they benefit? P10a asked, "What if we had this in the fridge? If we had this feature
then what would we use it for?" Check-in also tested whether others would use the object in the
envisioned way, or appropriate it. P5b explained, "He and I discussed completely different ideas
for each thing, too. We had completely different—I like this and this, and he had different reasons."
By reaching consensus, family members created the boundaries and implicit constraints of the
household.
Some objects challenged the shared model of home and shaped change. Usually, these modifi-

cations directly targeted household roles and not the objects themselves. For example, both P2b
and P6b—stay at home moms—wanted to modify objects in the house that they didn’t want to be
responsible for any longer. P6b confessed that living with 4 males (2 young boys, and 1 boy potty
training) meant she cleaned the toilet daily, and she found it disgusting. She modified the toilet to
clean itself. P2b frankly told her family that they should modify the fridge: "To waste less, and to
think less, because I find it very, very tiring to think about what I am supposed to do for you." These
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modifications revealed to other family members that the household member thought it problematic
that they were expected to care for some objects in the home.

5.2.2 External Models and the Home. Societal norms constrained object modifications. These norms
set expectations for the home and members’ roles. In turn, these norms informed the features of
modified objects. Participants used norms to justify properties like pay per use:

There would also be built in [the oven a] command system for paying when you’re ordering
like that, so that they can get your money. They’re not just going to send it on our word.
(P6b)

Other norms included parents cooking healthy meals for children (P2b), or apartment residents
being responsible for purchasing their own equipment to guard against power surges (P7b). Family
members used norm accommodating features to free up their own time and attention. For example,
P2b’s imagined refrigerator provided guidance to her children on how to create their own lunches
with the food available. P2b was happy to be relieved of teaching her children how to do this.
Guidance could come from other sources as long as the children had enough help to proceed
independently. Using norm modifications, family members offloaded societal expectations to
the household’s objects. This meant family members would no longer be personally required to
intervene, but they could be assured the norms were upheld.

External models aided family members with proposing a household reconfiguration. Participants
pulled ideas from hotels, restaurants, grocery stores, and public restrooms to import these external
functions into the home. These places functioned as reconciling metaphors that illustrated proposed
changes to others. For example, P2a worked to clarify P2b’s idea asking, "It’s like Walmart, right? In
the house." Public places illustrated how similar kinds of objects existed elsewhere, but organized
social relationships differently. These external models filled gaps in explaining how the object
modification would work and what changes it would entail. We further discuss interaction between
external models and other facets—like brainstorming—in the Framework section below.

5.2.3 Determining What is Possible. Family members diverged in how much they constrained their
object modifications by what they thought was technically feasible. Three family members became
worried about whether the ideas could be implemented, and notably, they also had a career in a
technical field (a systems administrator (P5a), a database administrator (P8a), or a systems analyst
(P2a)). They worried some ideas stretched the limits of possibility, and could present obstacles to
object ideas. P2b thought his family members "All sort of know what the problems are and what we
would like to have, but we didn’t know if it was possible" (p2b). Coming to a shared sense of what
would be a feasible modification was difficult for many household members, and caused them to
remark that they might be just engaging in "wishful thinking" (P8a), or struggling with "first world
problems" (P9a).
Other households and family members were content to imagine something new and grew

attached to their ideas. These families gained confidence by nurturing an alternative vision of home:
"We realized we’re both technical geniuses" (P3a). These families enjoyed approaching their house as
a design material. P5b began to consider other ways to limit screen time in children’s rooms, and
remarked, "I had never thought of shutting the Wifi off in certain rooms only." The process pushed
families to address household issues differently. One household directly disregarded technical
feasibility. P6a disagreed with his wife, "Oh I’ve seen enough Star Trek. If they can do this, and they
can do that. Why can’t [we]—you know?" When families wrestled with determining what they could
possibly implement in their homes, they stretched the family’s shared model to include alternative
household configurations.
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5.2.4 Summary. Each family elaborated a model of how the home worked by implicating their
relationships when modifying objects. Object modifications served to critique the family model
by highlighting ways it could be better or is currently dysfunctional. By changing attributes of
the objects that were central to the family model, family members created alternative roles and
relationships for themselves. Societal expectations and norms shaped the family’s model of home.
This external model constrained the home model, but also suggested desirable alternatives. When
considering possible modifications, families destabilized the current working model and extended
it to include previously unimagined alternatives.

5.3 Planning and Programming the Home
While a few families only had one member create object modifications, most families worked on
the modifications collaboratively. Working together required time, planning, and coordination
throughout the work week. The majority of time spent on modifying an object consisted of coming
up with an idea. Collaboration could fuel this process, but required family members coordinate
their schedules to do so. Even if family members did not directly collaborate, part of maintaining
trust included clearing ideas with family members and ensuring their views were represented in
the modification.

5.3.1 Taking Time to Modify the Home. Participants spent most of their time on coming up with
ideas for household objects. Although we instructed participants to document their ideation process
in the audio diaries, none of the households fully did this. Participants reported that coming up
with ideas took anywhere from one minute to two days. Four households admitted that for the first
few days, they had no problem coming up with ideas, but then they hit a creative wall. This pushed
participants into taking time outside of the recorded time of creating an audio diary entry. They
used this time to reflect on their own, bounce ideas off other family members throughout the day,
or delegate responsibility to others. Excluding this ideation time, participants reported the sticker
task took between 3-45 minutes. Our audio diary data revealed that participants took a maximum
time of 10.5 minutes to create an entry, and suggests that the recording was usually prepared in
advance.

5.3.2 Planning Modifications. Except for two households, families planned and coordinated their
modifications collaboratively. Four households found collaborating on an idea fun by introducing
new dynamics into their relationships. P3b described how the activity changed her interaction with
her partner: "I would get home a little bit earlier so we could do the audio diaries before she went to
sleep. We would have conversations that we never had before." Three households described coming to
a creative halt where they struggle to think of new ideas.

P9a: The first three days were kind of fun...Then that fourth day we hit...P9b: It seemed
like it became more of a chore, and it was hard to think creatively about what else we
were going to do. It became more like homework.

These three families used a process of modifying objects that they had always wanted to change or
that emerged during the first day’s study interview. Once they had documented their legacy ideas,
they struggled to generate new ideas. Collaborative approaches seemed to guard against this halt.
One family changed their groupings, "We always sort of switched...I think its a different dynamic,
also." (P2b). Interleaving different pairs helped larger families generate alternative approaches and
new ideas.
Coordination was important for building the rest of the household’s trust in the system. Three

households used spare moments throughout the day to ensure everyone’s views were represented,
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even if that partner would not be home to participate in making the audio diary. Coordination led
to greater certainty for family members not present.

Even when I wasn’t home and not doing the diary. I knew what [P7b] was going to be
doing and already kind of understood what he would be talking about. So it wasn’t
like [he] made this new function for our house and didn’t tell [me] about it. Like, it
was there. I knew what was going to happen. (P7a)

Households that used coordination over collaboration for planning largely delegated the task to
one household member rather than do the task collectively.

5.3.3 Programming the Home. Once decided on an idea, the family needed to shape that it into a
workable modified object. To do this, participants desired the ability to manipulate features of the
object’s new properties to adapt it to its context. Newer families (together <10yrs.; 4 total) directly
wanted to program their modifications with a voice interface or smartphone. They described
manipulating parameters such as setting a timer or creating if-then relationships that let them
control household objects remotely through buttons on their phone. Older families (5 total) focused
on complex processes that were already part of their ingrained routines such as making grocery
lists, seeking out recipes, preparing dinner, cleaning the toilet, upgrading software, and adjusting
the lighting at different times of day. These families tailored objects according to subtasks that
were already part of their typical activities, but the modifications allowed them to offload the work
to the object or distribute it across multiple people instead of one. Workable objects for newer
families drew from newer user interface paradigms, but for older families drew from entrenched
activities or routines.

5.3.4 Local Leads. We observed patterns of family dynamics in the audio diary data. In every
household, one member assumed a central role—we call this the local lead—in creating object
diary entries. We identified 3 characteristic patterns that this member assumed: specialist, manager,
and leader. For households with a specialist member (2 households), they created almost all of
the diary entries for that household. Theirs was the only voice in the data, and they provided
the most detailed description of modifications. Our data suggests that these specialists worked in
isolation to generate an idea and work through its implications. Manager households included other
family members in the audio diaries, but the manager was the only person who was consistently
present for most of the sticker entries (4 households). They facilitated a complete description of an
object idea such as making sure the object was given a name and fully specifying how the idea
would work and/or modify the household environment. Lastly, for households with a leader, object
modifications were guided and directed by these people (2 households). Much like a specialist,
object ideas tended to be that of the leaders and so they also provided the most detail and worked
through the idea’s implications. Yet, unlike specialists, leaders did not work in isolation, and usually
all household members were present. Unlike household managers, leaders did not facilitate other
members’ ideas or work to translate the ideas of others into a complete description. The ideas
described were usually their own, and they persuaded other members to go along with them.

5.3.5 Summary. Object modifications made demands on family members time, and families differed
in how they managed these demands. Some families carved out a specific time of day to work
collaboratively. Other families coordinated throughout the day and tasked one family member with
implementing the idea. Newer and older families differed in the ways that they desired to realize
their ideas. Newer families were aware of new interfaces and were eager to implement them in
their own ideas. Older families had established family routines and hoped that the modified objects
could pick up some of the work or help with coordination. As families developed patterns, local
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Fig. 2. The stacked bar chart shows the distribution of family members’ responses to the adapted User Burden
Survey. The survey consists in a 5-point semantically anchored scale ranging from 0-4. Average participant
ratings on all measured dimensions were between 0.5 and 2.36 indicating a moderate to low burden for a
prospective IoT sticker system.

leads emerged through working on their own ideas, persuading others to adopt them, or facilitating
others’ ideas into working modifications.

5.4 Costs
In our survey of user burden, participants thought that an IoT Stickers system presented a low to
moderate burden to their household. On average, most of the measured user burden dimensions—
privacy, financial costs, and difficulty of use—were rated lower than the scale’s midpoint (see Figure
2). We describe these findings in more detail below.

5.4.1 Privacy. Participants rated privacy concerns highest of all our measured dimensions of user
burden. Participants thought that the privacy policies of commercially available networked devices
were somewhat untrustworthy (M=2.0, SD=1.0). When participants were then asked to envision
how a stickers system might enable networking of everyday domestic objects, they were somewhat
worried about what information would be shared (M=1.72, SD=1.2).

5.4.2 Financial Costs. Participants were somewhat concerned with the financial costs of a stickers
system. They rated the stickers system as a little expensive (M=1.28, SD=1.1), and their financial
concerns increased slightly when asked about the upfront investment of $300 for an IoT lightbulb
(M=1.68, SD=1.2).

5.4.3 Difficulty of Use. Participants rated a prospective IoT Sticker system’s difficulty of use low
with the exception of the ability to use it independently. Most participants (n=19) stated that they
needed to work with someone else to come up with an object idea very often or sometimes (M=2.36,
SD=1.0). However, once participants were able to come up with an idea, they expended little time
(M=0.5, SD=0.8) and mental effort to create an entry for that object (M=1.0, SD=0.9). When asked
whether the thought process was difficult to get into, participants largely disagreed (M=1, SD=1.1),
and the majority thought that it was only a little difficult or not at all difficult (n=16).
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5.4.4 Differentiation. We asked participants to consider all of the objects they had described
modifying in their home. They agreed that the system would require them to remember too much
information to differentiate one modified object from another only a little bit (M=0.84, SD=0.7).

5.4.5 Summary. Families raised more concerns about privacy in a prospective IoT Sticker system
than all other measured dimensions. While families were somewhat sensitive to the prospective
system’s cost, the proposed price range was acceptable to most. Members thought that the prospec-
tive system was not very difficult to use in terms of the time required and mental effort needed,
although they did frequently work with others to do so. On the whole, the user burden ratings did
not identify significant burdens with the approach, but did reveal that privacy and independent use
would be moderate concerns.

6 LIGHTWEIGHT MODIFICATION FRAMEWORK
Our findings reveal a framework for designers and builders to think about upcycling existing objects
with cutting edge technology. We use the internet-of-things as a case study of how technology
adoption could be reimagined to include the routines, habits, and arrangements that households
use to sustain artifacts’ roles within and as part of their relationships. Our framework does this
by making the work households do to learn, adapt, and personalize objects within the home an
explicit part of the upcycling process. The Framework for Lightweight Modification centers four
axes of the household’s process:

• Object Relationships
• Family Relationships
• Societal Relationships
• Time Use for Evolving Relationships

Unlike many conceptual frameworks, ours is not a stage-based model in which each facet can be
cleanly separated from the others (see Figure 3). Instead, each stands in tension with the others.
For example, generating ideas can be constrained by the shared home model as when feasibility
and societal norms upheld by the family curtail ideas before they are ever seriously considered.
While others have emphasized the importance of families individuating artifacts and weaving them
into their household’s routines [8, 14, 53, 70, 76], our framework characterizes how upcycling with
cutting edge technologies could be situated in the ways families currently make and construct a
shared home by focusing attention on four central axes of domestic IoT: object relationships, family
relationships, societal relationships, and time use.

6.1 Object Relationships
While our findings describe how families generate ideas for upcycling, object relationships are at
the center of this process. Lightweight modification of possessions calls attention to those objects
with malleable relationships. For example, objects in particular rooms can be held to higher ideals
than their counterparts in other rooms; and so, are targeted for improvement. The intimacy of the
bedroom meant that their owners had greater discretion over modifying those objects without
having to compromise with others. Thus, these objects were targeted for meeting their owner’s
standards of comfort and ease. As they are owned by a single owner or intimate couple, they are
subject to highly developed conceptions of what comfort and ease should be like. Transitional
object relationships, like improvement, reveal ways that owner-object relationships change and
create opportunities for lightweight modification to complement and nurture this change.
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Fig. 3. The diagram shows the four axes of the LightweightModification Framework. As each axis is introduced,
the range of concepts that axis captures are labeled and the attendant interactions are captured by the span
of those axes with the exception of Time Use. The way the home’s relationships evolve is conveyed as the
change of the family’s model of the home at two different stages.

6.2 Family Relationships
Our framework’s second axis—family relationships—emphasizes the importance of families reaching
an agreement on the household’s norms and a shared idea of how the family should live when
contesting and reconciling a model of home. A shared model assigns roles to household members
around maintenance and care for the home and its objects. In contrast to intimate spaces like
bedrooms and bathrooms, the shared nature of the livingroom and kitchen meant objects were
subject to negotiation among residents. Hence, shared objects bore evolving relationships with
other household members. Our findings showcase how family relationships are implicated in
lightweight modification as when family members use collaborative processes like checking in
with one another about ideas or testing whether the idea could be feasibly accommodated by
others. These processes maintain family relationships and are important for family agreement and
awareness that new norms will be shared.

6.3 Societal Relationships
Third in our framework is the set of relationships the home has with society. These relationships
were present in values family members placed on the public face of the living room or kitchen. The
living room needed to appear aesthetically pleasing to an external observer and meals prepared
at home for children needed to be healthy. Societal relationships constrain which modification
ideas will be considered by the family and how those ideas will unfold in any particular home by
embodying community norms. These relationships also were revealed when discussing external
models such as a restaurant, hotel, or other public spaces that could possibly assign new roles to
family members. Public places offered family members new ways to stretch what was expected of
their domestic role by suggesting alternative modes of care and maintenance for the home’s objects
and family relationships.

6.4 Time Use for Evolving Relationships
Our final framework axis—Time Use—brings attention to the demands an IoT system places on
family members. Notably, family members already have established routines that they use to take
time to reflect and plan for day to day activities. This suggests that while time is precious, families
are willing to use it to try out new ways of accomplishing subtasks for their already complex
routines; or, for less ingrained routines, creating any routine at all. This is especially true if there
is perceived value around that time. Our findings revealed that some families enjoyed a chance
to build off one another’s creative ideas when working together, but that this could be thought of
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as a chore if family members struggle to come up with modification ideas. Further, we found that
local leads are critical for ensuring the time is set aside and used constructively to integrate a new
modification, however lightweight it may be. Time use characterizes the limited resources that
families have to invest in evolving object, family, and societal relationships.

6.5 Employing the Framework
Any design approach that introduces new technology in the home through lightweight modification
of everyday objects will need to confront the home’s existing relationships and time use to address
how those relationships will be reconfigured through modification. Previous work has explored
the range of new possibilities modifying everyday objects like scissors, bottles, and coffee tumblers
creates [19, 44, 64], but the way these modifications will alter or change the relationships people
have with those objects has not been looked at with the same critical lens that social IoT has brought
to internet enabled devices [65]. Unlike investment and alteration rituals for previously owned
artifacts or disposal practices [57], designing for lightweight modification will require helping
owners use their current object relationships and attachments as a raw material.
To show how our framework calls attention to design requirements critical for modification

of domestic possessions, we consider an example from prior research on IoT: the digital family
portrait [52]. The digital family portrait is a picture frame instrumented with a digital display that
updates with data sensed from a remote home. The portrait serves to communicate daily activity
information of an elder with their family members living far away. The picture frame is a common
household object seen in the living room. As such, the process of observing visual reminders of a
loved one conforms to existing object relationships with picture frames. However, the frame alters
the social relationships between elderly adults and their family members by disclosing activity
information from sensors installed throughout their home. The portrait instantiates new ways of
realizing societal values of the family’s role in supporting elder members during later life stages by
envisioning ways that elderly members can remain at home yet still have access to social support
and care through their relatives. These are design features explicitly factored in by the digital family
portrait’s creators [52].

Additionally, our framework calls attention to trade-offs made during design decisions that need
considered going forward. What is the Digital Family Portrait’s Time Use? The researchers describe
a several month process during which they retrofit the elder member’s home with new sensor
technologies and tailored the prototype to the field site [62]. While it is unclear whether this is an
artifact of the system being a research prototype, prior work on sensor setup and home installation
shows that installation is not a trivial task [14, 50]. Leaving this aside, Time Use reveals aspects of
how the object and family relationships evolved. The sensor system became invisible to the elderly
member and concerns with surveillance by another family member faded as the implications of the
system were experienced [52, 62]. Lastly, families developed alternative ways of providing support
and caring for one another as they lived with the Digital Family Portrait. Collected data prompted
family members to check in with phone calls and prompted new conversations such as inquiring
about unusual levels of activity [52, 62]. While monitoring the impact of a new technology on the
home is a standard component of user studies, our framework suggests that these findings need
compared to an understanding of the same home’s coordination patterns prior to intervention to
assess the full path of how the Digital Family Portrait evolved relationships.

6.6 Summary
In summary, our framework delimits the principle axes for evolving malleable relationships with
domestic IoT. These four axes can inform designers and builders of principle dimensions to address
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when considering how domestic IoT might be adopted: object, family, and societal relationships,
and time use for evolving these relationships.

7 DISCUSSION
We worked with 10 families to develop our framework of the dimensions of home life involved
when families tailor an IoT system to their domestic environment. When families do so, they
suspend belief in the current home to consider how objects and rooms might be reconfigured.
Object proposals help family members destabilize the working model of home to include previously
unthought of arrangements. However, this process of tailoring IoT to the home makes demands of
family members’ time. This pushes families to adopt differing community dynamics where a local
lead fosters that family coordination and collaboration. However, as the level of analysis shifts to
include all four of our framework’s axes, we find that household members begin to disagree about
how object, social, and societal relationships should evolve and be realized in the future, desired
home. Time Use, then, constitutes the processes through which families negotiate and compromise
on their planned changes.

7.1 Debugging Reconfigured Objects and Roles
To support families in coming to accept a proposal, a tailorable IoT will need to enable collective
debugging. Family norms emphasize a need for supporting members with imagining alternative
arrangements, and so there is an opportunity for tailorable IoT systems to support experimentation
with new roles and trying new configurations. Yet, these systems make demands on family time
to ensure all members’ views are represented in a proposed modification. To address these needs,
the barrier to entry to become a local lead needs to be perceived as low and valuable. Prior work
has shown that leadership for smart home installation can be seen as a hobbiest enterprise that is
intrinsically enjoyed by one member of the household [14, 22, 50, 76]. However, our findings show
that this kind of leadership could be present in only a small fraction of households. Instead, when
considered from the perspective of our framework, we show how local leadership often happens in
coordination with other household members (a finding visible in the results of prior work [14, 50]).
There is a shared decision to adopt the ideas of one member or agreement to follow another’s lead.

This suggests that lowering barriers to IoT systems should also include making coordination
with other members easier through sharing example ideas, eliciting feedback, and prompting others
with questions. These kinds of systems that enable groups to work as teams and elect one person as
project manager are a longstanding contribution of the CSCW research in the workplace. However,
our framework identifies an opportunity for translating this system design to at-home collaboration.
We do not suggest that the same workplace values of efficiency and productivity are appropriate,
but our framework does reveal that some domestic contexts are appropriate for using collaborative
management tools in order to support social debugging. For example, modification designs that
supported voting mechanisms would enable other family members to contribute an opinion about
whether the modified object would be successful. Copy/paste mechanisms would allow one person
to borrow the idea of another person but extend it as well. Lastly, an annotation mechanism with a
prompting question could bring one household member’s attention to an incomplete modification
initially created by another. Although prior work [14] points out the importance of debugging
new DIY-IoT rules during the course of everyday routines, we argue that an important part of
debugging will be how relationships are newly configured. Unlike the debugging process discussed
in the end user development literature [14, 31], families will need ways to debug newly constructed
relationships. To meet this challenge, focusing on an originator’s debugging process is insufficient.
Instead, systems will need to support social debugging so that an object’s modification can be
tolerated by others and acceptable to all.
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7.2 Modularity in the Home
Our findings revealed that families use rooms to categorize their objects and activities. Object types
are not treated equivalently across rooms (e.g. a TV in the living room verses the bedroom). These
results show that family members exercise room-level control by regulating what goes in and out of
that room (such as P5b disabling internet access in her children’s bedroom). These findings suggest
that an IoT supportive of local area networks at the range of the room could enable new kinds
of interaction techniques and help families manage costs. For example, room-level networks and
room-specific parameters for objects could support fine-grained expectations for different parts
of the home (an issue identified in early smart home research [25]). Our framework shows how
intimate spaces like bedrooms and bathrooms are more supportive of object relationships while
semi-public spaces like livingrooms and kitchens are subject to greater negotiation and concerns
with how the family is viewed by the greater community. Further, families could make piecemeal
investments in IoT—one room or one object at a time—to better manage and shape the impact
newly modified objects have on the family (resonating with a smarthome adoption pattern reported
in earlier research [25]). These abilities are well within the reach of current IoT research (e.g., IoT
light bulb [34]).

7.3 Upcycling
Our work is motivated by the claim that the costs of IoT adoption need to be considered in design.
We argue that a tailorable IoT that can be adapted to domestic possessions could address the hidden
costs of replacement such as minimizing waste, evolving family members’ attachment to their
possessions, and reconfiguring entrenched routines. We recommend ways for mitigating these costs
such as fostering communities supportive of social debugging and supporting granular control
over IoT’s introduction to the home in system design. Yet our work engages upcycling questions
shared by the research community on whether upcycled objects can, indeed, offer greater value
than before modification [69]. Our findings and framework help lay the groundwork for thinking
about these questions by revealing opportunities and needs within current household dynamics
around upgrading the home to address experimentation with household roles and historical, social
legacies (e.g., gender or age) [25, 69]. While prior work suggests that differentiating subgroups of the
populations reveal differing values around upcycling [69], we identify opportunities to destabilize
traditional groupings—such as gender or age—during the upcycling process by experimenting with
the home’s malleable relationships.
Prior work called attention to questions around "how to imbue an object with potential for

imaginitive reuse by individuals" [12]. We find that families already employ coordination patterns
that could enable collaborative creativity by building off one another’s ideas and experimenting with
alternative roles. There is an opportunity for the embeddedness of IoT to scaffold object-oriented
creativity through helping reshape object relationships by suggesting experiments for new object
roles or role play with the alternative social arrangements afforded through those objects. While
our framework does not provide a definitive answer for how individuals might upcycle objects, it
delimits four principle axes—object relationships, social relationships, societal relationships, and
time use—along which households could be supported.

7.4 Limitations
While we made every effort to target and recruit households from lower socio-economic statuses
than previously focused on in smarthome research, we were unable to fully represent those views
here. For one reason, we excluded the household’s data with the lowest SES because they did not
complete the audio diary task. We struggle to explain this as they were able to complete the home
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tour and facilitated audio diary task without any problems. Future work should examine whether
our framework emphasizes the appropriate dimensions of DIY-IoT for lower SES families.

Our study worked with only 10 households in one American city. We specifically tried to target
a representative sample for the location where our study was conducted. Working in depth with
each family over 7 days allowed us to capture nuances in how families collaborate when modifying
domestic objects that could not be captured in a shorter or more targeted study. Yet, one city and
10 households is not enough to fully characterize how lightweight modification will occur in all
households. Specifically, other cultures should be examined. While prior work has examined how
DIY-IoT may occur in Europe and East Asia, this leaves a majority of the world untouched. Different
cultures will undoubtedly result in alternative family dynamics, and it remains an open question
whether our framework would still characterize these alternatives. A larger number of households
should also be examined to ensure validity of our framework for other cities and also at scale. To
scale our study, researchers should focus on assessing whether principle axes still resolve around
object relationships, social relationships, societal relationships, and time use.

8 CONCLUSION
From our work with 10 American families over 7 days, we developed a framework for tailoring
IoT to the household’s existing possessions. This framework creates a path for upcycling domestic
possessions with new IoT services. We show how family dynamics could nurture each household
member to contribute to an IoT supportive of the family’s model of home. We also outline IoT
design opportunities for social debugging and piecemeal investment at the level of the home’s
objects and rooms. Future work should examine access to DIY-IoT for low SES housheolds and
verify our framework’s applicability to other cultures and communities. In the work we present
here, we show how lightweight modifications of the home’s everyday objects creates an alternative
pattern for IoT adoption that could be made sensitive to the costs of bringing new technology into
the home.
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